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Abstract
In recent years, serious games have been applied in different contexts of application, highlighting their contribution in the educational context. This original type article presents the design, construction and evaluation of the Coffee Fun video game. Coffee Fun is a video serious game aimed at children aged 8 to 12 years old; the game has as a theme the growing of coffee beans in a simulation environment in which each player helps the growth of this plant by a few tools provided at each level of the game; in the game, different scenarios related to coffee growing environments are presented for each of its stages in a series of levels that the player must overcome to complete the game through a process of learning and entertainment.
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Coffee Fun, herramienta gamificada basada en la metodología de desarrollo ágil de videojuegos SUM.

Resumen
En los años recientes, los juegos serios han sido aplicados a diferentes contextos de aplicación, resaltando su contribución en el sector educativo. En este artículo de tipo original se presenta el diseño, construcción y evaluación del videojuego Coffee Fun. Este es un juego serio orientado a niños y niñas de 8 a 12 años de edad que presenta una temática de cultivo del grano de café en un entorno de simulación, en el cual cada jugador ayuda al crecimiento de esta planta por medio de unas herramientas suministradas en cada nivel del videojuego; en este se presentan escenarios con entornos relacionados al cultivo del café para cada una de sus etapas en una serie de niveles que el jugador debe superar para completar el juego mediante un proceso de aprendizaje y entretenimiento.

Palabras claves: abonos; café; cultivos; estados del café; gamificación; metodología ágil; semillas de café; simulación; suministro; videojuego serio.
INTRODUCTION

This project arises from the lack of care and planting which is done during the cultivation of coffee, mainly from its first stage. In this sense, and knowing the main advantages of serious games, this work proposed the development of the serious game Coffee Fun in a theme appropriation process. The development of the game Coffee Fun focused on laying activities and reseeding *cafe*to plants, the use of both traditional and modern tools, as well as the use of different resources such as agrochemicals or natural resources [1].

Continuing with the above, the development of the serious game focused on the cultivation of coffee seeds, taking into account the agile development methodology SUM [2], [3]. Similarly, an ethnographic study was developed, consisting of a set of interviews that allowed the collection of inputs for the construction of the serious video game scenarios. These scenarios for the serious game Coffee Fun, are formed by a set of objects and events, which were designed by using the Construct platform and the Illustrator tool. Also, this application has the ability to be ran on multiple platforms [2]. It is important to mention that the coffee bean is characterized as a business driver in different regions of Colombia. Based on the above, the proposed serious video game aims to sensitize and teach young people and children in a playful way about the protection and dissemination of traditional knowledge about coffee cultivation [4].

The paper is organized as follows: the first section presents a set of related works to research; the second section presents the methodology employed for the construction of the video game; the third section displays a user evaluation; the fourth section presents the analysis of the results obtained from the third section and, finally, the fifth section presents the conclusions and future work derived from this research.

1. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The fulfillment of this project is achieved through previous references which were the support for all the theoretical framework and the overall construction of the game. Here are some related works:

The work presented in [5] raises the possibility of multiple choice questions and problems that are generated by ignorance of the true extent that occurs in the use and management of a serious game in formal education of students. In this sense, the article in question raises a number of problems that arise in trying to harness ICT tools such as scaffolding teaching. Likewise, the article presents a learning model and proposes the most appropriate way to use these tools in learning.

The work presented in [6] describes a set of different video games that have been used in schools in order to improve teaching-learning processes. Additionally, this
project describes a set of myths and realities surrounding the use of videogames by making a comparison of serious and not serious games to obtain recommendations on the use of these serious games for adequately using learning environments.

In [7], the present an investigation into formal education and the use of new technologies focused on learning. Likewise, the article states how the field of educational video games is considered a new and unexplored scenario in its entirety, which entails three main difficulties regarding its complete socialization: its recent incorporation, its educational unpopularity as it is considered a distraction and the incomplete incorporation of ICT in the family and educational environment. In addition, it presents a video game as an educational tool. The game takes as inspiration the Odyssey and shows the usefulness of serious games in education.

The project in [8] focuses on understanding the behavior of young students of High School in Granada, Spain, during their free time and specifically in the use of technological environments available in educational institutions, focusing on aspects such as communication, entertainment and education. The results of the work are analyzed for relating them with the media and civic processes in the leisure areas.

1.1 Methodology for the construction of the game Coffee Fun

The process of construction and development of any serious game must be through a framework to estimate the time and cost required for the construction of an efficient product.

The development of this game was made with SUM [2], [3], because it can be ran on small teams of two to seven people. This methodology is focused on short-term projects aiming towards achieving a functional product at an estimated time of 3 months, customer engagement is also considered in order to deliver a product that meets customer expectations.

The SUM methodology defines five essential phases for the development of a game [7], each phase has a defined workflow suitable for the project; risk management should be taken into account during the planning and product development for the 5 phases of the project.

With the phases defined by SUM an activity schedule is planned (see figure 1); depending on the project to make, so a list of tasks for each phase and the ideal dates for the completion of each is drafted, taking into account that in this way it is possible to achieve better control over the development of the project.
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A number of essential tasks for the development of the project is specified using the SUM methodology; these are:

- **Phase 1**: in this stage the definition of the project is done, then we proceed to requirements analysis and definition.

- **Phase 2**: project phases such as software architecture are defined i.e., the development environment and tools to implement. A self-managing organizational resource is done.

- **Phase 3**: this involves planning, monitoring, developing and closing the iteration. At this point, the game is fueled by feedback and it is built, corrected and improved.

- **Phase 4**: in this point, the game is in a beta version, so the game is reviewed and checked so that errors are corrected in case of detecting any.

- **Phase 5**: release of the game in addition to a general inspection of the project.
1.2 User evaluation

For evaluating the opinion of the players a user test was performed, focused on the execution of a pre-test questionnaire, a set of tasks and a post-test questionnaire for fourth grade children of the Liceo Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt School, in the Pomona neighborhood of the city of Popayan. Ages of users who performed the test ranged between 8 and 9 years, highlighting in them a level of cognitive retention of basic information; achieving an understanding of the dynamics and concepts mentioned in the game.

The test applied to the students consists of a pre-test questionnaire and a post-test questionnaire, which are carried out before and after the interaction with the video game, the above taking into account the conventional usability tests developed in a usability laboratory [9–12]. The pre-test questionnaire is given to the students at the beginning of the test and consists of a set of 5 single-choice questions (yes/no) related to the previous knowledge of the subject matter addressed by the serious video game. While the students were filling out the pre-test form, the work team of the project was in charge of providing assistance in case any of the students had a question about the questionnaire. Later, after the pre-test form has been filled out, inside the school’s computer room, the students begin to interact with the functionalities provided in the different levels of the serious video game Coffee Fun. Within this stage, the project team does not intervene in order to allow users to interact freely with the video game. After the interaction with the game has ended, the students proceed to fill out the post-test questionnaire, which aims to evaluate the degree of appropriation of the concepts related to coffee cultivation presented by the serious video game Coffee Fun. In this way, the post-test questionnaire contains 4 yes or no questions, plus an open-ended question to know the overall opinion of the player’s experience with the game.

Figures 3 and 4 display the interaction of children with the game while developing different activities under the pre-test and post-test.

![Figure 3. Participants practicing with the game Coffee Fun](source: own elaboration)
2. RESULTS OF USERS

Figure 5 shows the results of the instruments applied to children of the Liceo Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt School.

In figure 5, it is possible to observe that 80 % of the children know the coffee seed, while 20 % of the children do not know it. Similarly, according to the pre-test questionnaire, 75 % of the children knew the name of the coffee plant; however, the post-test questionnaire showed that 70 % of the children did not know the real name of the coffee plant. Similarly, it can be seen that 70 % of the children do not know the stages of growth of coffee plants, while 30 % of the children indicated that they did. Similarly, 55 % of the children identify the name of the tools used in the cultivation, while 45 % of the children do not know them. Finally, 65 % of the children do not know the function of the tools used for growing coffee, while 35 % of the children do know them.
Figure 6 displays that 85% of the students understand the dynamics of the game Coffee Fun, this being one of the project’s objectives thanks to the appropriation and the educational dynamics generated, both resulting in children learning about the coffee bean, which is a distinctive badge of the Colombian culture.

In the same way, the results show that more than 50% of the boys and girls surveyed manage to understand the video game and all its aspects such as the cultivation process, the use of the tools with their names and the seeding process.

2.1 Tests and results of Pinelle’s heuristics evaluation

To determine the level of usability of the game, the study employed Pinelle’s heuristics [13–15], which allows a quantifiable assessment of the adequacy level of the gameplay features and the video game environments.

Pinelle tests were upgraded for their assessing the Coffee Fun game by a team of experts which would be responsible for the implementation and achievement of the results.

The execution of the test was developed in a usability lab where a group of experts consisting of 6 reviewers applied the evaluation form which is comprised of 16 heuristics and each had an average of 5 questions which. These covered aspects of a serious game.

Here is an example of the questions and results of the heuristics presented.
3. DISCUSSION

The dynamics of the research presented in this paper can be considered successful, since the tests carried out in the school showed that the game had an adequate degree of appropriation by the students. Likewise, given the target population of the game, it was important that the design was entertaining and simple to captivate attention and promote learning about the coffee growing process.

Children managed to complete the game and acquire knowledge related to coffee bean, keeping in mind that many of them managed to play intuitively, but at the same time there were some who did not read the instructions and executed wrong actions due to improper interpretation of the location of objects within the game.

From the results produced in the test regarding the appropriation of users regarding the coffee topic, it is possible to verify that the agile development methodology used in this study allowed the construction of a product that fully complies with the objectives pursued a serious game.

Future work aims to improve the GUI (graphic user interface) of the game, taking into account the difficulties evidenced in tests with users, specifically what to do with...
the location of objects and the adequacy of the menus so that they are more intuitive for the players.
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